Wild Oxfordshire Community Ecologist
supporting the work of volunteer-led groups to reverse
the decline of biodiversity in their community

aims
Offer parish councils
and community groups
bespoke advice to
improve their work for
Oxfordshire’s habitats
and species
Provide monthly
information on
training, advice and
funding through our
Environmental Email
Bulletin
Run events and
conferences for local
environment groups

what have we achieved in 2 years (2017-19)?
provided on-site advice for

given advice on:

mapped

80

environment
groups

groups

to help people to
find their local one

Offer Neighbourhood
Plan teams advice on
ecology

80

Provide talks on the
State of Nature in
Oxfordshire and what
parish councils and
others can do to help

700 ha habitat
1200 volunteers
100 wildlife spaces

volunteer
conservation
groups

=

helped

=

380
volunteers

16800 hours
394 ha habitat
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wildflower areas and meadows
orchards
scrub management
youth engagement
hedgehog highways
yellow rattle
management plans
hedgerows
interpretation boards
connectivity
biological recording
thistles, nettles, docks and
ragwort
grazing
invasive species
rabbits, deer and moles
protecting pollinating insects
bird, bat and bee boxes
log piles and hibernacula
Ash Die Back
green roofs
ponds, silt and water pollution
fundraising

5

Neighbourhood
Plan Groups

helped

16 groups
7 parish councils
attended our local environment
groups conference

held

6 events

reaching

560 people

Wild Oxfordshire Community Ecologist

why is our work important?
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iconic local habitats
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Sent to 1,700 subscribers
every month, with
updates on volunteering
opportunities, funding
sources, local initiatives and
an average of 10 training
opportunities in every
edition.
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Our e-bulletin

habitat connectivity for species to move
open spaces for people to exercise
green spaces for good mental health
clean air by absorbing pollutants
carbon storage
a chance to connect to nature
an outdoor learning resource

Where we fit

unteering
l
o
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prevents isolation

Endorsed by BBOWT,
TOE and local authority
ecologists, this project
covers communities that
cannot be reached by these
organisations. It enables
them to access knowledge
that would be prohibitively
expensive if provided by
consultants.

On social media:

creates community cohesion
creates a sense of belonging/place
develops skills and knowledge

“

Site visits give me an opportunity
to review and update management
plans and to link groups into
county-wide initiatives, such as
Conservation Target Areas and river
catchment partnerships, biological
recording and citizen science
initiatives.
The State of Nature in Oxfordshire
report has been a really helpful
document to enable groups and
neighbourhood planning teams to
contextualise their activities from an
Oxfordshire-wide perspective.
Given that many groups are
concerned about their aging
membership, there is a demand
for helping them to connect with a
younger audience through family
days and events. I think this is an
important element of the project, so
for these events, we have developed
adaptable and transferable resources.

”

We have also developed resources
for people to learn about pollinators.

@wildoxfordshire
Facebook: weekly reach 900

@wild_oxfordshire
Instagram: 250 followers
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@wildoxfordshire
Twitter: 2,200 followers

For more information visit:

www.wildoxfordshire.org.uk

